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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) is starting to pervade the economic and social life rendering strategic interactions with artificial agents more and more common. At the same
time, experimental economic research has increasingly employed computer players
to advance our understanding of strategic interaction in general. What can this
strand of research teach us about an AI-shaped future? I review 90 experimental
studies using computer players. I find that, in a nutshell, humans act more selfishly
and more rational in the presence of computer players, and they are often able to
exploit these players. Still, many open questions prevail.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is starting to pervade the social life. Driven by a drastic surge
in computer power and the availability of massive and increasing amounts of data, autonomous, learning systems are advancing into more and more domains.1 These include,
inter alia, financial transactions (Hendershott et al., 2011, Brogaard et al., 2014), industrial production (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019), fraud detection (Raj and Annie, 2011),
recruitment (Upadhyay and Khandelwal, 2018), medicine (Topol, 2019), and autonomous
driving.
The diffusion of artificial intelligence is set to fundamentally transform our economies
and societies. Agrawal et al. (2019) collects a series of papers outlining the economic
changes it may bring along, and the novel questions this raises for economists in various fields. In particular, Camerer (2019) points out three implications for behavioral
economics: First, artificial intelligence may be used to identify behavioral variables that
affect behavior. Second, difficulties in implementing artificial intelligence may help us
understand common limitations of human cognition. And finally, behavioral economics is
necessary to understand and predict how artificial intelligence may overcome and exploit
human limitations.
Camerer’s final point deserves further emphasis. In strategic interactions between humans, many deviations from the predictions of equilibrium models stem from the agents’
inability to assess others’ behavior. A common finding is that humans tend to underestimate the rationality of others which leads them to e.g. underappreciate the effects
of changes in the strategic environment, or to learn too little from others’ actions (see
e.g Eyster, 2019). As artificial intelligence becomes pervasive in various fields, strategic
interaction between humans and artificial agents will become more and more common. It
is yet unclear how the results on (the limits of) strategic sophistication in human-humaninteractions translate to human-computer-interactions. Will humans ascribe too much or
too little rationality to artificially intelligent agents? Answers to this and related questions are at the core of understanding and predicting (changes in) economic behavior in
the presence of artificial intelligence.2
In this paper, I posit that experiments employing computer players have a lot to
1
In this paper, I use the term “artificial intelligence” to refer to technical systems that are able – to
some degree – to collect, combine, and process information, derive conclusions from it, and act upon
these conclusions. Currently, many of these systems rely on a form of machine learning, and are highly
domain-specific i.e. only perform well under very restricted circumstances. I refrain from discussions on
the distinction between such “weak AI” and a “strong AI” that is sufficiently flexible to perform well
across a multitude of domains, and therefore exhibits a form of intelligence commonly associated with
humans only (see Searle, 1980).
2
The coexistence and strategic interaction of humans and artificial agents is unlikely to be a transient
stage. First, digital technologies diffuse slowly through the economy and society (Andrews and Timiliotis,
2018). Second, labor market policies are currently designed with the aim of enabling humans to work
alongside artificially intelligent agents (see e.g. OECD, 2019b).
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contribute to answering the above questions. By comparing subjects’ behavior in strategic
interactions with computer players and with other human subjects, such experiments may
identify behavioral regularities that carry over from human-human-interaction to humancomputer-interaction, and they may uncover new regularities which potentially emerge.
Moreover, I show that experimental economists have employed computer players for over
five decades and I review 90 such studies. Though computer players in experimental
studies have largely served as a methodological tool to further increase experimental
control, the existing experiments already deliver valuable insights into the changes in
strategic behavior when (some) subjects are replaced by computers. In addition, more
recent studies have deliberately focused on human-computer-interaction. I provide an
overview of the literature in terms of topics, aims, and methodological choices, and I
derive conclusions from this literature.
Four stylized facts emerge: First, behavior often changes when human opponents are
replaced by computer players. Second, subjects generically behave more selfish and more
rational when interacting with computers. Third, subjects often learn to exploit computer
players, even if the latter do not follow a fixed strategy but are responsive to the subjects’
choices, and if subjects possess little information about computers a priori. Fourth, there
are limits to exploitation, and sophisticated algorithms are able to outperform human
subjects in certain environments.
Conversely, my review also shows that many questions have been left unanswered by
this strand of the experimental literature. This is mostly due to the fact that few of the
studies have been explicitly designed to study changes in strategic behavior when (some)
subjects are replaced by computer players. I elaborate on some of those open issues.
I contend that experimentalists have a lot to contribute to the economics of artificial
intelligence, and to ongoing debates regarding e.g. the transparency and explainability of
AI (OECD, 2019a, European Commission, 2019).
The paper proceeds as follows: In the next section, I describe how I have constructed
the database of studies. In Section 3, I give an overview of the studies by topic. I
discuss the different aims of using computer players and further methodical aspects in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, I conclude in Section 6 with a discussion of open
questions for future research. The appendix contains an overview and classification of all
the experimental studies using computer players I was able to find.
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Searching for Experiments with Computer Players

I have searched for experiments employing computer players (CP) in three different ways:
First, I conducted a search in the Web of Science database for papers containing both
the word “experiment” and a term from the set
{computer, computerized, virtual, artificial, programmed, simulated} ×
{players, agents, opponent, partner}
∪ {robot, machine}
in the set of words used in the title, abstract, or keywords. Second, I have searched
among the references given in these papers. Finally, I have done a backwards search for
additional studies citing those papers.
One result from this search is that experiments with human and CP have been employed in various fields other than economics, including most notably computer science,
neuroscience, and psychology. The literature is therefore large. My focus in this paper is
on the strategic interaction between humans and computers, and the implications for the
field of economics. Furthermore, I focus on experiments that adhere to the standards of
experimental economics. I therefore make the following restrictions: First, I exclude experiments on human-machine-interaction in which strategic interdependencies are either
absent or not addressed (e.g. interaction with and optimal design of chatbots or avatars),
or which are not grounded in economic theory (e.g. computer games, online shopping).
Second, I exclude experiments which do not explicitly refer to CP, but have participants
interact with the experimenter (e.g. Neral and Ochs, 1992), inform participants that they
are matched with subjects from a previous session (e.g. Shapiro, 2009, Cox et al., 2017),
or transform (part of) the game into an individual decision problem using chance moves
(e.g. Anderhub et al., 2002, Charness and Levin, 2009). Finally, I exclude papers that use
deception. Indeed, several papers do not tell subjects about their interaction with CP,
and go to some lengths to avoid making subjects suspicious (e.g. Roth and Schoumaker,
1983, Harrison and McCabe, 1996, Shachat and Swarthout, 2012).
Overall, I have collected 90 studies which satisfy the above criteria. A complete
overview of the studies is provided in Appendix 1. Figure 1 depicts the distribution
across decades. Though the use of CP is at least as old as the experimental method, there
is a clear surge since the turn of the century. In the next section, I review the studies by
topic. In sections 4 and 5, I discuss, respectively, the why and how of CP in experiments.
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3.1

Topics
Mixed-Strategy Nash Equilibrium

Some of the earliest experimental studies employing CP use them to investigate behavior
in two-player zero-sum (or strictly competitive) games. Early examples are Messick (1967)
and Fox (1972). More recently, this line of research has been taken up by neuroscientists
(e.g. West and Lebiere, 2001, Spiliopoulos, 2013). As those games usually do not possess
a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies, the equilibrium prediction entails the play of mixed
strategies chosen such that each player is exactly indifferent between all strategies in the
mix. The questions whether and how mixed strategy Nash equilibria (MSNE) emerge has
spurred a large theoretical and experimental literature in economics and psychology (see
e.g Camerer, 2003, Chapter 3).
The main issue here is that the equilibrium requires mixed strategies and beliefs to be
exactly coordinated in the sense that even the tiniest deviation by either player (actual or
believed) makes the equilibrium strategy for the other player strictly suboptimal. At the
same time, a player has no incentive to adhere exactly to her equilibrium strategy even
if the other player does, as each strategy in the mixture yields exactly the same expected
payoff. In addition, learning models which converge to a MSNE (like fictitious play) often
do so only at the population level (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998). The above properties
raise several problems for the experimental analysis of MSNE. In particular, unless all
other subjects adhere to the equilibrium strategies, one can conclude very little about an
individual subject’s ability to play MSNE. And though some experimental studies find a
convergence to MSNE at the population level, this is a long way from individuals learning
to play MSNE.
The use of CP enables the experimenter to gain control about some of these issues by
fixing equilibrium play for one party, and investigating the responses of subjects in the
5

other role. Moreover, they enable the experimenter to analyze whether subjects recognize
and exploit deviations from equilibrium by programming CP to play suboptimal strategies,
and how subjects respond to naive and sophisticated learning dynamics that CP adhere to.
Both approaches provide important tests of the dynamic view of MSNE as the outcome
of learning. In most studies investigating play in zero-sum games using CP, subjects
are informed very little about the algorithm of CP, but they are given plenty learning
opportunities as many repetitions are conducted (100 or more).
Three findings emerge in this literature:3 First, subjects learn to exploit suboptimal
play by CP. This suggests that subjects grope for optimality, and it supports the dynamic
view of MSNE as the only steady state of such a process. Second, subjects also learn to
exploit learning algorithms even absent comprehensive prior knowledge, and even if these
algorithms are rather sophisticated (see e.g. Coricelli, 2005). This places some doubt on
the empirical significance of convergence results for simple learning models. Finally, the
evidence on equilibrium play when CP are programmed to implement the equilibrium
strategy is rather mixed, which seems unsurprising given that there is no clear advantage
from adhering to the MSNE strategy if CP need not be rendered indifferent.
3.2

Prisoner’s Dilemma

A second strand of the early research studies behavior in the prisoner’s dilemma (PD). Indeed, the studies collected in Oskamp (1971) suggest that this topic has been investigated
even earlier using CP. This early literature shows that cooperation of subjects increases
gradually with the propensity of CP to cooperate, and that CP playing contingent strategies (like-tit-for-tat) are much better at evoking concurrent cooperation by subjects than
CP with a fixed propensity to cooperate, or play between subjects.
Later studies have largely used CP to investigate the impact of beliefs on cooperation
in the repeated PD. In particular, Andreoni and Miller (1993) test Kreps et al.’s (1982)
theory of rational cooperation in the presence of type uncertainty. In their experimental
setting, each subject is, with a given probability, matched with a CP playing tit-for-tat.
Their findings confirm the sequential equilibrium reputation hypothesis of Kreps et al.
(1982): Increasing the likelihood of meeting a CP increases subjects beliefs, and thus
their propensity to cooperate. Furthermore, cooperation in sessions with a 50% chance
of meeting a CP is larger than in sessions without CP with stranger or partner matching
of subjects.
Relatedly, Duffy and Xie (2016) test a theory of contagious cooperation in a population
of anonymous players, repeatedly matched at random to play an n-player PD. The theory
predicts, counter-intuitively, that cooperation is easier to sustain in larger populations.
Duffy and Xie confirm this result for populations consisting of CP and only one subject. In
3

See the appendix for the complete list of papers.
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further treatments, they lower the number of CP and find that this considerably weakens
the support for the theory. Accordingly, strategic uncertainty tends to hinder cooperation.
3.3

Public Good Games

Despite its relation with the PD, computer players have largely been used for a different
purpose in the public good game (PGG).4 In a nutshell and leaving aside the different
variants, subjects in a laboratory PGG are endowed with a budget which they can keep or
contribute to a public good. Similar to the PD, individual and collective preferences fall
apart in the PGG: Whereas contributing zero is a dominant strategy for each subject, the
efficient outcome requires all (or some) subjects to contribute fully to the public good. A
major focus of the experimental literature on PGG has been the question why cooperation
emerges in such environments. The two main explanations posit that subjects are either
“confused”, or contribute due to social motives such as altruism or reciprocity (see e.g.
Andreoni, 1995).
A literature starting with Houser and Kurzban (2002) has attempted to disentangle
the two explanations using CP. Typically, subjects in these experiments interact with CP
whose choices are predetermined by the choices of subjects in a previous experiment. As
a consequence, multi-round social motives like reciprocity cannot affect choices since a
subject’s contributions have no impact on the contributions of CP. Moreover, the impact
of one-round social motives like altruism is severely diminished, if earnings of CP are not
paid to other subjects.5 The recurrent finding is that contributions are around 50% lower
in sessions with CP which suggests that confusion accounts for around one-half of the
contributions observed in standard PGG experiments without CP.6
One take-away from this literature is that CP reduce the impact of social motives,
inducing subjects to act more selfishly.
3.4

Market Experiments

The emergence of competitive market behavior is among the oldest and most studied
topics of experimental economics. In a typical market experiment, sellers are assigned
units of a good with known values to them (or “production costs”), and buyers are
assigned valuations for one or several units of the good and experimental currency to buy
these units. In his seminal paper, Smith (1962) demonstrates that the competitive price
quickly arises in experimental markets organized as a double auction in which both buyers
4

An exception is Guillen et al. (2010) who investigate how the threat of meeting a CP playing a grim
trigger strategy in a PGG increases cooperation.
5
This leaves open the possibility of altruism towards the experimenter (who gets to keep the earnings
of CP). However, the experimental literature has largely ignored this possibility.
6
Ferraro and Vossler (2010) and Yamakawa and Okano (2016) show that the impact of confusion can
be further reduced by simplifying the game and the instructions.
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and sellers may repeatedly post and accept offers (bids and asks, respectively). Moreover,
this holds even under minimal information about the market conditions. Subsequently,
a large literature has examined the robustness of this convergence result with respect
to e.g. the market institution, demand and supply conditions, and extensions of the
strategic environment such as costly information acquisition, advertising, or entry and
exit opportunities.
In particular, a series of papers examines behavior under the posted-offer market institution. In this two stage procedure, sellers first post prices and quantities while buyers
are placed in a waiting loop. After all sellers have posted their offers, buyers are approached in random order and given the chance to make purchases at the posted prices.
In contrast to double auction markets, buyers are rather passive under the posted-offer
institution, and public information is confined to a single price quote for each seller which
may hamper convergence to the competitive equilibrium. Since the focus in posted-offer
market experiments is on seller behavior, and irrational buyer behavior may act as a serious confound, buyers were frequently replaced by CP who are fully demand-revealing,
i.e. buy at any price below their valuation.
Posted-offer markets with CP as buyers have been employed e.g. to study market contestability (Coursey et al., 1984, Harrison and McKee, 1985, Brown Kruse, 1991), predatory pricing (Isaac and Smith, 1985), asymmetric market power (Davis and Williams,
1986, Cason and Williams, 1990, Davis and Williams, 1991), and the effect of nonstationarities (Davis et al., 1993). Similar considerations motivate various studies which
examine markets with information search and advertising using CP as buyers (Cason and
Friedman, 2002, Cason and Datta, 2006, Morgan et al., 2006) as well as the two studies by
Kalayci and Potter (2011) and Kalayci (2015) who use CP to isolate the use and impact
of price complexities.7 The general conclusion from these studies is that even infrequent
deviations from rational behavior by human buyers – assumed away through the use of
CP – can have a substantial impact on the market outcome as they affect sellers’ expectations and behavior. In standard posted-offer markets, buyers sometimes withhold
demand at high prices which has a disciplining effect on sellers, but weakens e.g. market
contestability (see also Brown Kruse, 2008). In search-and-advertising studies, aggressive
advertising by sellers has little impact on prices with CP, but causes large deviations from
equilibrium with human buyers. Overall, these studies show that CP may evoke distinctly
different market outcomes.
One strand of the literature deserves special emphasis: For a long time, both economists
(e.g. Gode and Sunder, 1993) and computer scientists (e.g. Tesauro and Das, 2001) have
designed trading algorithms for CP, and examined how markets populated solely by these
CP evolve. Recent experiments explicitly investigate the interaction between such CP
7

Kalayci (2015) also implements boundedly rational CP.
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and human subjects. In a continuous double auction environment, Das et al. (2001) and
De Luca and Cliff (2011) find that sophisticated CP are able to outperform subjects.
Conversely, Duersch et al. (2010) show that subjects are able to exploit and outperform
many simple learning models like fictitious play in a standard oligopoly experiment where
the buyer side is collapsed into a demand function. However, humans are unable to beat a
simple imitation algorithm. This strand of the literature is an interesting and important
avenue for future research.
3.5

Experimental Asset Markets

In an experimental asset market, subjects repeatedly trade units of an asset in a market
institution (usually the double auction) where each unit pays a (random) dividend at the
end of each trading period. As subjects know the number of periods and the (average)
dividend per period, the fundamental value of the asset is known to subjects in each
period. Hence, no trade should occur under common knowledge of rationality and riskneutrality. In contrast to this prediction, a typical phenomenon in experimental asset
markets is the emergence of price bubbles in which the price first rises substantially above
the fundamental value, and “crashes” back to it in the final periods.
Several experimental studies use CP to shed more light on this phenomenon. In
particular, Akiyama et al. (2017) compare asset markets populated by human subjects
with asset markets in which a single subject interacts with CP and knows that they follow
the equilibrium strategy. The authors find that mispricing drops by 50% in sessions with
CP, which suggests that strategic uncertainty is an important driving factor of mispricing.
Veiga and Vorsatz (2009, 2010) employ a CP following a simple algorithm to investigate
whether experimental asset markets can be manipulated. They show that manipulation
is possible, albeit only under certain information conditions. Moreover, the naive CP is
sometimes able to make money. Jaworski and Kimbrough (2016) couple an asset market
with a product market in which a monopolist firm posts prices and thus determines the
dividends of the asset. The authors replicate the bubble phenomenon in this coupled
market. Furthermore, differences between sessions where the firm is either controlled by
a subject or a profit-maximizing CP are small, but CP facilitate learning.
All these studies show that asset market behavior becomes more rational in the presence of CP. Farjam and Kirchkamp (2018) go one step further and investigate how the
mere expectation that CP could be present in the market affects behavior. They run three
treatments, one with and two without CP. While subjects in one of the human-only treatments are informed about the treatment they are in, subjects in the other human-only
treatment are left uncertain about their treatment, and they are not informed about the
exact trading strategy of CP. Indeed, the authors find that price bubbles and volatility
are smaller in the latter treatment in which subjects only expect CP to be present.
9

3.6

Auctions

Auctions are probably the most frequently investigated topic in experimental economics
(see Kagel, 1995, Kagel and Levin, 2017). Typically, buyers submit bids for a given object
(or set of objects) which is (are) acquired by the highest bidder(s). The main differences
between auction formats lie in the pricing rule (usually, first- or second-price), the bidding
opportunities (sealed-bid or dynamic), and the value of the object to the bidders (common
or private). The most prominent experimental regularities include overbidding in firstprice private value auctions, and the winner’s curse in common value auctions.
Unsurprisingly, several studies employ CP in auctions to obtain a better understanding
of the phenomena observed with human subjects, and in the field. I distinguish three
strands of the literature. A first set of papers uses CP to eliminate strategic uncertainty
and thus to investigate to which extent deviations from equilibrium predictions are caused
by wrong expectations. Walker et al. (1987), Harrison (1989), and Ivanov et al. (2010)
find little differences between treatments with and without CP indicating that (wrong)
expectations are not the main driving force of disequilibrium behavior. Yet, Harrison
(1989) shows that the foregone income is marginal, especially when subjects play against
CP. Moreover, van den Bos et al. (2008) show that the absence of social context in
sessions with CP reduces the winner’s curse, and Chen and Takeuchi (2010) demonstrate
that subjects imitate CP in a complex multi-object auction environment. Both studies
suggest that CP do induce a shift in behavior towards rationality-based predictions.
A second strand of the literature employs CP to simplify the environment to subjects.
Those papers investigate more complex or atypical auction formats (Cason, 1995, Kagel
and Levin, 2001), or embed auctions in a more complex strategic environment (Davis et al.,
2011, Brisset et al., 2015, Ausubel et al., 2017). A common finding is that the theory is
able to explain some but not all features of the observed behavior. Only Cason (1995)
investigates how behavior changes without CP, and finds that deviations are substantially
larger.
Finally, Teubner et al. (2015) investigate how bidding against CP affects subjects’
bidding behavior, and their emotions. CP replicated the bids of subjects in a previous
session, but subjects only knew that they were interacting with CP (and not their strategy). The authors show that subjects who play against CP exhibit less arousal and a
weaker relation between arousal and behavior, and submit lower bids.
3.7

Bargaining

(Camerer, 2003, p.151) calls bargaining “the most basic activity in economic life”. Bargaining games usually involve a set of players (often, two) who need to negotiate the
division of a given amount of resources. The outcome of such bargaining games heavily
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depends on the bargaining protocol, i.e. how offers can be made, and accepted or rejected,
and how bargaining power is distributed among players. The few bargaining experiments
which employ CP cover a rather wide range of bargaining protocols and aims pursued
with the help of CP. This makes it difficult to draw common conclusions. I therefore
focus on giving an impression of the breadth of applications of CP in bargaining.
Johnson et al. (2002) study an alternating-offer bargaining game and use CP to disentangle the impact of limited cognition and social preferences. Their CP implement the
subgame-perfect equilibrium strategy, but subjects are only partially informed about the
exact strategy. The authors find that CP bring subjects’ behavior closer to equilibrium,
but not fully.8 Moreover, the interaction of CP has a lasting effect on behavior, as subjects
keep playing closer to equilibrium when they are afterwards matched with other subjects.
Winter and Zamir (2005) use CP to manipulate beliefs in the ultimatum game (UG).
Subjects first played the UG against other subjects for several rounds before CP implementing low, moderately low, or fair offers were introduced. This change in the strategic
environment was not revealed to subjects in the main treatment, but in a robustness
treatment included to check the impact of this unusual design choice. In both treatments,
CP are able to sway behavior in their direction.
Embrey et al. (2015) test the reputation model of Abreu and Gul (2000) and employ
CP to induce the behavioral types which are an important element of the model. In line
with the predictions of the model, subjects mimic those types to build a reputation. In
addition, complementary types emerge, whose initial demands acquiesce to the induced
types.
A final paper deserves special emphasis: Manistersky et al. (2014) have subjects themselves program CP to play a bargaining game on their behalf. This is reminiscent of Axelrod’s (1984) famous prisoner’s dilemma tournament among game theorists. However,
subjects in Manistersky et al. (2014) interacted repeatedly, and were allowed to change
their CP across rounds. The authors find that designed CP improve across rounds, and
approach the equilibrium of the game. The study points out a very interesting approach
for future research. Already today, decision support systems are in use. In a world where
many competitors employ AI, this may become essential. Experiments may then provide
an understanding which factors drive the design, selection, and use of such systems.
3.8

Monetary Economics

Four papers I have found use CP to study the handling of money. Duffy (2001) investigates
the validity of Kiyotaki and Wright’s (1989) search model of money using both agent-based
computations and experiments with human subjects. The major finding which emerges
8

Similar findings are provided by de Melo and Gratch (2015) and Adam et al. (2018) under different
bargaining protocols and for CP mimicking human behavior.
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in this literature is a lack of speculation even when this is optimal: Both artificial and
human players frequently do not accept a good which is more costly to store but also
offers a better chance of trading in the future. Duffy investigates the driving forces of
this stylized fact in two novel treatments. One of the two treatments has each subject
interact with two CP who follow the equilibrium strategy. The aim is to facilitate learning.
Indeed, the results suggest that subjects learn faster to adopt speculative strategies in this
treatment. The main message of Duffy’s paper is the usefulness of combining agent-based
computations and laboratory experiments.
Fehr and Tyran (2001, 2007) and Petersen and Winn (2014) investigate the impact
of money illusion, i.e. people erroneously taking nominal payoffs as a proxy for real
payoffs. The authors analyze behavior in a simple pricing game with payoffs presented
either in real or in nominal terms. As a main treatment variation, subjects interact either
with other subjects, or with CP which follow the equilibrium strategy. This enables a
separation of the direct effects of money illusion due to individual optimization mistakes
from the indirect effects resulting from the expectation that others are prone to money
illusion. The results show that money illusion causes substantial nominal inertia after
a negative nominal shock, and coordination on inferior equilibria. However, the indirect
effects of money illusion are much larger than its direct effects, suggesting that the results
are mainly driven by strategic uncertainty.
3.9

Theory of Mind

Several studies use CP to understand subjects’ strategic reasoning, or theory of mind.
Those studies investigate behavior in simple, normal or extensive form games in which
different levels of higher-order reasoning can easily be distinguished.
Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) conduct a treatment with CP in two-player guessing games to show that subjects can be induced to behave in line with certain behavioral
types which employ different degrees of theory of mind. This provides the basis for their
empirical identification of those types in sessions without CP.
Hanaki et al. (2016) consider 2×2 dominance-solvable coordination games. Their
experimental design varies subjects’ opponents (other subject or CP) and the monetary
incentives to seek efficiency. In addition, they elicit subjects’ cognitive ability. The results
show that removing strategic uncertainty raises the efficiency of subjects’ choices, but only
partially and mainly for highly cognitively able subjects.
A series of papers in computer science also contributes to this literature.9 In particular, Meijering et al. (2012) and Ghosh et al. (2016, 2017) study “marble-drop games”
9

There are more papers in this literature (see in particular the references in Ghosh et al., 2017).
However, it is not always clear, what subjects know about their opponents. I focus on studies in which I
can rule out deception.
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– representations of the centipede game in which a marble drops into a maze, and the
players determine its path by alternatingly moving one of two trapdoors. The experimental results suggest that subjects apply forward rather than backward induction reasoning,
and that considerations beyond game-theoretic reasoning (e.g. risk and social preferences
and beliefs about them) are important for understanding subjects’ behavior.
3.10

Other Topics

CP have been employed in experiments on various other topics without becoming an
established methodological tool in these strands of the literature (yet). I here briefly
summarize (sum of) those topics.
McCabe et al. (2001) and Wu et al. (2018) investigate behavior in the trust game.
In particular, McCabe et al. (2001) show that subjects who cooperate with other subjects
exhibit distinct brain activation and behavior when interacting with CP rather than
humans, while this does not hold for non-cooperators. Wu et al. (2018) show that assigning
an identity to CP (namely, an affiliation with a political party) may impact behavior.
Merlo and Schotter (1999, 2003) and Iyengar and Schotter (2008) use CP to investigate
what and how subjects learn during repeated play of the all-pay auction. In a two player
version, each subject is paired with a CP who implements the Nash equilibrium choice,
and subjects are fully informed about this. Subjects first play 75 repetitions of the game.
Afterwards, they are surprisingly faced with another round of the same game but with
much higher stakes. This enables the authors to investigate exactly what subjects have
learned. The results show that (i) subjects learn better if they are not paid while learning
(Merlo and Schotter, 1999), (ii) observational learning may outperform learning-by-doing
(Merlo and Schotter, 2003), and (iii) advice enhances the learning success (Iyengar and
Schotter, 2008).
Grebe et al. (2008) and March and Ziegelmeyer (2018) use CP in observational
learning settings. This literature follows the seminal model of Bikhchandani et al. (1992)
in which a group of subjects are each endowed with private information about an unknown
state of the world, and sequentially pick actions whose payoff depends on the state but
not on the actions of others. The main theoretical prediction is the quick emergence of
an information cascade in which all players neglect their private information and simply
mimic their predecessors. In contrast, experiments typically find that subjects tend to
rely too strongly on their private information, and fail to properly account for cascade
behavior of other subjects. CP offer a way to disentangle competing explanations for these
regularities. Accordingly, Grebe et al. (2008) use CP who follow the sequential equilibrium
of the game, and explain them to subjects via a “counting rule”. They find that subjects
still follow private information too often, but less than in previous studies without CP.
Moreover, elicited beliefs indicate that subjects also fail to recognize cascade behavior
13

of CP. March and Ziegelmeyer (2018) investigate a setting with a richer information
structure in which subjects may follow others both too little and too much. In different
treatments, subjects either learn from other subjects, Bayes-rational CP (explained via
a strategy table), or CP who always reveal their private information. The authors find
that the reluctance to follow others disappears in settings with CP which suggests that
this deviation is driven by strategic uncertainty. In contrast, subjects with very precise
private information tend to follow other subjects and CP too often. Hence, non-Bayesian
belief updating or misinferences cause excessive herding.
An interesting approach is pursued by Chen et al. (2018). They use CP to investigate
matching in large markets. This involves two steps: The authors first demonstrate in a
matching market of moderate size that subjects do not behave differently against other
subjects than against CP programmed to mimic those subjects. Second, they investigate
behavior in a large market in which each subjects is matched with 3,999 CP mimicking
other subjects. The results show that subjects best respond more frequently in larger
markets. Finally, the authors also show that rational behavior by CP enhances rational
behavior by subjects.
Finally, four papers explicitly study how the interaction with CP changes behavior.
Gogoll and Uhl (2016) show that subjects have a distaste for delegating decisions to CP.
On the other hand, Hertz and Wiese (2019) find that subjects prefer to take advice from
a CP for an analytical task, but not for a social task. Corgnet et al. (2019) show that
subjects exert less effort when they are matched in a team which includes a CP, especially
under team pay. This indicates that social incentives at the workplace may diminish when
robots are employed. Finally, Kirchkamp and Strobel (2019) investigate joint decisionmaking of subjects when these are either matched with another subject or with a CP.
They find little difference in behavior, and in the assignment of responsibility for the joint
decision.10
4

Aims

Broadly speaking, CP are a tool to enhance experimental control, and therefore to increase the internal validity of experimental studies. For example, Messick (1967) terms
experiments on games in which subjects interact simultaneously a “noncontrol method”
and argues that CP are “a method by which means the experimenter can directly manipulate the nature of the dependence of one of the participants” (p. 34). Similarly,
10

CP have also been employed (i) to induce behavioral types in experimental tests of reputation models
(Bolton and Ockenfels, 2005, Grosskopf and Sarin, 2010), (ii) to investigate the impact of social status
on learning in a coordination game (Eckel and Wilson, 2007), (iii) to isolate the impact of strategic
uncertainty on subjects’ ability to play a correlated equilibrium (Cason and Sharma, 2007), and to study
the impact of social preferences in laboratory contests (Cox et al., 2017). I do not review these papers in
greater detail.
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Roth and Murnighan (1978) use CP “to control for differences in subjects’ behavior due
to differences in their opponents”. The way in which CP enhance control depends on
their exact implementation, and therefore varies across studies. Below, I classify the aims
that have been pursued in the literature using CP into five categories. The appendix
contains an assignment of the various studies to those categories. The categories are not
fully distinct, and several studies might be classified differently, or assigned to multiple
categories.
As usual, enhancing internal validity via CP comes at the expense of a decrease in
external validity. I discuss the external validity of experiments with CP in section 6.
4.1

Reducing Noise

A first set of studies use CP mainly to reduce the noise in the experiment by eliminating
one serious confound, namely (changes in) the behavior of one group of players. There
are different reasons for doing so.
First, using CP to reduce noise enables the experimenters a better understanding of
their results. A good example are market experiments with CP. For example, Cason
and Williams (1990, p.337) “explicitly controlled for strategic buyer behavior [. . . ] to
avoid ‘gaming’ by the buyers which could complicate the interpretation of the experimental results”. Accordingly, CP facilitate the identification of experimental phenomena
underlying noisy data (see Guala, 2005, p.45).
Second, CP also facilitate the testing of theory as a means of controlling auxiliary
assumptions (see e.g. Guala, 2005, p.60). For instance, Isaac and Smith (1985) argue that
CP are needed in their experiments “because virtually all of the hypotheses regarding
predatory pricing explicitly or implicitly assume that buyers act to fully reveal market
demand.” In this case, buyer behavior is not the focus of the study, but acts as an
auxiliary assumption in the theory of seller behavior. More generally, CP are a mean of
control in the experimental investigation of individual strategic behavior. Indeed, game
theoretic models, especially equilibrium models, often make predictions about a group of
players rather than individual players. Testing whether or not those theories predict the
behavior of individual subjects requires their opponents to stick to the theory. Hence,
opponent behavior becomes an auxiliary assumption which can be controlled via CP. A
good example are the experiments on mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium.
Third, CP simplify the strategic environment for subjects. For example. Kagel and
Levin (2001, p.415) use CP to generate “an environment free from the strategic uncertainties inherent in interactions between human bidders”. Similarly, Davis et al. (1993,
p.308) argue that “any less-than-fully-revealing buyer behavior would only complicate an
already complex price adjustment problem for posted-offer sellers”. An indirect version
of this argument posits that CP, by generating a stable environment, facilitate learning
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for subjects (see e.g. Cason and Friedman, 1997, Duffy, 2001).
Finally, there are secondary benefits. In particular, CP may help to reduce subject
payment expenses (Cason and Williams, 1990), simplify the instructions (Morgan et al.,
2006), and increase the statistical power of tests.
A common feature of studies employing CP merely to reduce noise is the reliance on
CP following some equilibrium strategy (25 out of 31 studies). In addition, most studies
inform subjects fully (19 out of 31) or at least partially (5 out of 31) about the strategy
of CP, and do not provide an explicit comparison of treatments with and without CP (19
out of 31).
4.2

Inducing Types

A second important purpose of using CP is the induction of specific behavioral types.
This is for instance necessary, if theories are tested which explicitly assume the existence
of those types, and we cannot expect human subjects to represent the types (exactly).
Examples are experimental tests of bargaining models (e.g. Embrey et al., 2015), reputation models (e.g. Grosskopf and Sarin, 2010), and models from behavioral economics (e.g.
Kalayci, 2015).
Regardless of testing a specific model, we might simply be interested in the way subjects respond to a specific strategy, or type of behavior. This can be motivated by observations from previous experiments, which suggest that the behavior is present or even
common in the lab or the field. It can also be motivated by theoretical considerations
in which a model is (partly) justified on the grounds that it specifies a good response to
human behavior. A good example are various studies on mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium which pit subjects against fixed mixed strategies to see whether they best respond,
or against CP programmed to implement a learning model to understand if and how the
model is able to outperform humans.
A third reason for the use of CP to induce types is the manipulation of beliefs. For
instance, Andreoni and Miller (1993) (respectively, Guillen et al., 2010) introduce the
possibility that subjects face CP implementing a tit-for-tat (resp. grim-trigger) strategy
in a prisoner’s dilemma (resp. public good game). Both studies find that the mere
possibility of the existence of those types is sufficient to induce higher cooperation.
Finally, Chen et al. (2018) use CP to enlarge the size of the market in an experimental
test of matching mechanisms. The authors first demonstrate that subjects do not behave
differently when playing against 39 other subjects, or 39 CP who mimic those subjects by
drawing their strategies from the empirical distribution of their strategies. In a subsequent
treatment, they match each subject with 3,999 CP that draw their strategies from the
same empirical distribution. The results show that subjects are more inclined to best
respond in larger markets, regardless of the matching mechanism.
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Of the 22 studies employing CP to induce types (in at least one treatment), 19 program
CP to implement a fixed strategy, or an adaptive algorithm able to adjust to the behavior
of subjects (like fictitious play or tit-for-tat). The majority of the studies inform the
subjects at most partially about the exact algorithm underlying CP (14 out of 22), and
do not provide a comparison between treatments with and without CP (14 out of 22).
4.3

Removing Strategic Uncertainty

Starting with Walker et al. (1987), a series of papers have used CP to explicitly isolate the
impact of strategic uncertainty on decisions. The decisive feature of those studies is the
comparison of one treatment in which subjects interact with other subjects and strategic
uncertainty is present with a second treatment in which subjects interact with CP and
strategic uncertainty is absent.11
The results from this literature show that the impact of strategic uncertainty is heavily
context-dependent. While strategic uncertainty accounts for a substantial part of the
deviations from equilibrium predictions in money illusion settings (Fehr and Tyran, 2001,
2007), oligopoly pricing (Kalayci and Potter, 2011, Dua et al., 2013), and experimental
asset markets (Akiyama et al., 2017), the impact of strategic uncertainty is more nuanced
in social learning (March and Ziegelmeyer, 2018), and largely absent in auction settings
(e.g. Walker et al., 1987, Ivanov et al., 2010) and strictly competitive normal-form games
(Levitt et al., 2010).
The majority of studies employing CP to remove strategic uncertainty match subjects
with CP implementing the equilibrium strategy in the respective setting (14 out of 18
studies), and all but one study inform subjects fully about the algorithm underlying CP.
4.4

Excluding Social Preferences

Houser and Kurzban (2002) and Johnson et al. (2002) introduced a novel use of CP to the
experimental literature: the removal of social preferences from the considerations of human subjects. The argument is twofold. First, since the strategy of CP is predetermined,
reciprocity should not affect subjects’ choices as it does not pay to reward good or punish
bad behavior by CP. Second, as CP do not receive money, subjects should feel neither
envious nor guilty towards CP which is why altruism (or spite) should not affect decisions
either. Both studies find that subjects’ decisions move closer to the selfish equilibrium
prediction, but not fully. Accordingly, social preferences influence subjects’ decisions in
the absence of CP, but other motives not taken into account in the equilibrium models also
affect behavior. Therefore, besides elucidating the concrete impact of social preferences,
11

Only Grebe et al. (2008) do not perform such a comparison. However, they compare their results to
a large experimental literature with well-established experimental regularities.
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CP also serve to create a strategic environment free from the social preference confound
in which to study those other motives.
The literature following these two initial studies has largely followed Houser and
Kurzban (2002) and focused on the public good game. Most of these studies have CP
mimic human subjects’ decisions from previous sessions, inform subjects about this fact
(and sometimes even about the exact choices by CP), and perform explicit comparisons between treatments with and without CP. The results by and large confirm that social preferences partially but not fully explain positive contributions, though the exact impact is
still debated. Interestingly, the few studies which employ CP to exclude social preferences
in other settings, do so in settings in which negatively annotated other-regarding preferences (e.g. spite, willingness to beat others) are surmised to affect behavior. Whereas
van den Bos et al. (2008) confirm this surmission in first-price common-value auctions,
Cox (2017) finds no such impact on overbidding in the Tullock contest.
One final note is in order: The claim that CP remove outcome-based social preferences
like altruism or spite as CP “do not receive money” assumes away the possibility of
altruism towards the experimenter, as CP in some sense act on her behalf. This has largely
been the case in experimental studies of social preferences (with or without CP). However,
altruism towards the individual deploying CP might become an important aspect of realworld human-machine-interaction, if artificial agents are increasingly explored to act on
behalf of individuals. Few studies explicitly account for this possibility by having subjects
receive the earnings of CP. Yamakawa and Okano (2016) find that contributions to a public
good game increase, if some subjects receive the money of a CP. This suggests that taking
into account who benefits from the earnings of CP could be an important aspect of future
research.
4.5

Human-Computer Interaction

Recently, experimental economists have joined computer scientists in investigating explicitly how human strategic behavior changes when they face CP instead of or in addition to
other human subjects. There are two general research questions that have been pursued.
A first strand of the literature uses algorithms from computer science (or economics)
to implement CP that could well be encountered in the real world. The goal here is
an understanding of how subjects compete against such sophisticated behavior, and an
answer to the question who outperforms whom. The information given to subjects is
often minimal, and an explicit comparison to treatments without CP is often not performed. The common finding is that subjects are able to adapt to and partly exploit
the algorithms, but that they are still sometimes outperformed if the algorithm of CP is
sufficiently sophisticated.
A second set of studies has CP mimic human choice behavior (usually, by drawing
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FIGURE 2

Methodological Aspects of Computer Players
(a) Programmed Strategies

(b) Information to Subjects
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from choices in previous sessions without CP) to understand how the mere change in the
nature of a subject’s opponents affects her behavior. These studies provide slightly more
information on CP to subjects, and usually compare behavior across treatments with and
without CP. In general, behavior does change, and subjects behave more rational, i.e.
closer to equilibrium predictions.
5

Methods

I here summarize the different variants in which CP have been implemented and explained
to subjects, and whether and how the impact of CP has been explicitly investigated. Obviously, the methodological choices heavily depend on both the topics under investigation,
and the aim that is pursued with the help of CP. I try to clarify those dependencies.
5.1

Algorithms

Figure 2a gives an overview over the different strategies or algorithms that have been used
to program CP. Notice that several studies have implemented multiple treatments with
different variants of CP and are therefore counted multiple times. Moreover, two studies
do not reveal the algorithm of their CP.
Around half of the studies I have collected implement CP (in at least one treatment)
which follow some kind of equilibrium strategy. The exact strategy depends on the
strategic environment, and the equilibrium concept which is employed. Strategies thus
differ widely in this category, ranging from minimax or dominant strategies (e.g. buyers
in posted-offer markets) to Perfect Bayesian equilibrium strategies (e.g. auctions or observational learning settings) which require additional assumptions regarding for example
risk preferences and expectations about others’ preferences. Equilibrium CP are employed
across topics, and aims pursued with CP. In addition, subjects are often informed fully
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about the respective equilibrium strategy (37 out of the 46 treatments; see below), and
behavior in the presence of CP is often compared to behavior in a treatment without CP
(30 out of the 46 treatments).
A second class of CP follow a predetermined, fixed type. Again, the exact nature
depends on the strategic environment, and frequently also the underlying theory. The class
comprises CP who draw their actions randomly from a given domain and distribution, e.g.
CP who follow a (non-equilibrium) mixed strategy in normal-form games. The class also
comprises CP who implement a theoretically assumed type, e.g. strong competitors in a
reputation setting (Bolton and Ockenfels, 2005, Grosskopf and Sarin, 2010), or bargaining
types whom subjects are predicted to mimic (Embrey et al., 2015). Finally, some studies
use CP to implement some kind of (non-equilibrium) benchmark behavior, e.g. truthful
bidding in auctions (Cason and Friedman, 1997). Unsurprisingly, fixed type CP are often
employed to reduce noise or induce types in the strategic environment. Subjects are only
informed about the exact type of CP in half of the cases, and a comparison of treatments
with and without CP is about equally common.
The third class of CP employs adaptive algorithms that are able to be responsive to
the behavior of subjects. This class comprises repeated game strategies, such as tit-for-tat
or grim-trigger. It also comprises learning models like fictitious play and sophisticated
algorithms developed (mainly) in the computer science literature. CP from this class are
mainly employed in studies of, respectively, social dilemmas and mixed-strategy Nash
equilibrium, and with the aim of studying subjects’ responses to those adaptive types
of behavior. Subjects are rarely informed in detail about the nature of the underlying
algorithms, and treatment comparisons are also infrequent in these studies.
A fourth class follows the method of Houser and Kurzban (2002) and has CP mimic
the behavior of human subjects in a previous experiment (without CP). The implementation differs from study to study. While some studies draw a full sequence of choices
made by a single human subject for each CP, others program each CP to implement the
average choice, or to draw in each repetition from the empirical distribution of choices.
While employed initially to exclude social preferences in social dilemmas, the method has
more recently been employed in other strategic environments, and for different purposes.
All of those studies explicitly compare treatments with and without CP. Furthermore,
most studies inform subjects that CP mimic other humans, but they do not inform subjects about their exact strategy or the distribution it is drawn from. Incidentally, this
does not hold for Houser and Kurzban (2002), who tell subjects in each round before
they make their choices what the CP in their group are going to contribute to the public
good. The problem with such an approach is that it changes the strategic interaction to
a sequential game which confounds the comparison of treatments.
Finally, CP in Manistersky et al. (2014) are designed by subjects, and the design
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choices are the main object of the study (see above).
5.2

Information to Subjects

Figure 2b illustrates the type of information that has been given to subjects about CP.
The “no-deception-condition” requires that subjects are at least made aware of their
interaction with CP. Two studies are included despite not satisfying this requirement.
Shachat and Swarthout (2004) inform subjects that they would play against a “decision
maker” without specifying its nature. Hence, subjects are at least not actively misled to
believe that they are interacting with another subject. Winter and Zamir’s (2005) main
treatment disguises the fact that CP are used, but they also include a robustness check
in which the presence of CP is revealed and find little difference.
As can be seen, the overwhelming majority of studies informs subjects about the
behavior of CP in great detail. This guarantees the greatest degree of experimental
control, but at the expense of a loss in external validity (see the discussion). There are
two difficulties involved: The first difficulty stems from the aspiration to make the subjects
fully understand the strategy of CP. This heavily depends on the strategic environment.
Whereas the revelation of the strategy of CP is easy in simple games (e.g. normal-form
games) and if it comes natural to the subjects (e.g. CP which buy any profitable unit
in posted-offer markets), strategies deriving from sophisticated theoretical concepts in
complex environments are less easily explained. Therefore, several studies go to some
lengths to clarify the strategy of CP, e.g. via tables (e.g. Fehr and Tyran, 2001, March
and Ziegelmeyer, 2018), figures (e.g. Cason and Friedman, 1997), and/or interactive tools
(e.g. Ausubel et al., 2017). The second difficulty derives from the possibility that subjects
interpret the strategy of CP as an optimal way to play the game, and simply mimic it.
This raises problems of disentangling changes in subjects’ behavior due to the change
in opponents from changes due to the information given to subjects in the instructions.
Potential solutions are the assignment of CP and subjects to different roles (if possible), or
explaining the strategy of CP without reference to the underlying algorithm (or thought
process).
A second set of studies tell subjects that they interact with CP, and give some information about the principles underlying the CP algorithm, but do not provide the complete
strategy. Subjects are e.g. told that CP are programmed to “make as much money as possible for itself” (Johnson et al., 2002, Veiga and Vorsatz, 2009), to “play like a human”
(West and Lebiere, 2001), or to “implement the theoretically correct strategy” (Levitt
et al., 2010). Subjects are often also informed, that the choices of CP “have been previously determined” and are therefore “independent of [subjects’] decisions” (Di Mauro
and Castro, 2011). The exact information depends on the strategic environment, and
the purpose and nature of CP. For example, partial information is commonly employed,
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if CP mimic the decisions of human subjects in a previous session. The reference to
other subjects is intended to evoke similar beliefs in subjects as in human-only sessions,
while full information can hardly be revealed without changing the nature of the strategic
interaction (see Section 5.1).
Finally, some studies do not move beyond informing subjects about the existence of
CP. Half of those investigate rather sophisticated adaptive algorithms, which are not easily
explained to subjects (e.g. Das et al., 2001, Spiliopoulos, 2013). A second reason for the
provision of minimal information is that subjects’ beliefs about the behavior of CP are
part of the research question (e.g. Eckel and Wilson, 2007, Teubner et al., 2015).
5.3

Treatment Comparisons

54 out of the 90 studies reviewed here compare the strategic behavior of subjects when
interacting with CP to the behavior absent CP. Clearly, this design provides the cleanest
identification of the impact of CP, as the patterns of behavior observed in the literature
are first replicated for the subject pool and the concrete experimental implementation at
hand (see e.g. Guala, 2005). Whether or not such a comparison is necessary depends on
the research question. Thus, treatment comparisons are especially conducted, if CP are
used to isolate the impact of e.g. strategic uncertainty or social preferences on behavior.
Four studies are worth mentioning. Cason and Datta (2006) and Gong et al. (2013)
have published the treatments without CP in separate studies (Cason and Mago, 2010
and Gong et al., 2009, respectively). Duffy and Xie (2016) vary the number of CP
across different treatments, but they do not study the case without CP. Finally, Farjam
and Kirchkamp (2018) mainly investigate how the mere possibility that CP are present
changes behavior (see Section 3).
6

Discussion

In the past two decades, computer players have become an ubiquitous tool in experimental economics. Though they have mainly pursued methodological aims, studies employing computer players deliver initial insights into the change in strategic behavior in the
presence of computer players. First, subjects generically behave more selfish and more
rational when interacting with computers. Second, subjects can often learn to exploit
even rather sophisticated computer players, and with only little prior information. Third,
there are limits to adaption and exploitation, and subjects are sometimes outperformed
by computer players.
So far, computer players have largely been implemented with a focus on increasing
experimental control, and testing economic theories. In particular, the majority of studies
use computer players who follow an equilibrium strategy, fully inform subjects about the
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behavior of computer players, and explicitly provide a comparison between treatments
with and without computer players. This is not without merit for the study of strategic
interaction with artificial intelligence. For example, Alpha Go Zero – a version of the
software Alpha Go which beat a world champion in the game of Go – learned to play
the game only from plays against itself by employing a reinforcement learning algorithm,
and eventually outperformed all previous versions (Silver et al., 2017). It is well known
that the strategies of players who all use reinforcement learning converge to equilibrium
in certain games (see e.g. Beggs, 2005). Accordingly, the behavior of subjects vis-à-vis
computer players who employ equilibrium strategies might inform us about the behavior
against AI agents trained through self-play.
On the other hand, many real-world interactions with artificial intelligence will not
coincide with such carefully controlled laboratory conditions. The current debate on AI
revolves particularly around the difficulty to understand, trace, and explain the way AI
reaches its decisions (see e.g. Lapuschkin et al., 2019). Accordingly, full information about
the algorithm of computer players will unlikely apply in the real world. Yet, currently developed AI guidelines require that “it should be possible to demand a suitable explanation
of the AI system’s decision-making process” and that the “explanation should be [. . . ]
adapted to the expertise of the stakeholder concerned” (European Commission, 2019).
Experimental and behavioral economists surely have a lot to contribute to this debate,
e.g. by investigating how individuals’ beliefs about the strategy of an AI system depend
on the way the information about the AI system’s decision-making process is presented.
At the same time, it is commonly required that humans always be informed about
their interaction with AI (see e.g. OECD, 2019a, European Commission, 2019). This puts
additional doubt on studies which do not inform subjects about their interaction with
computer players.
As the public debate on the requirements on AI picks up pace, several avenues for
future research open up for experimental economists. By demonstrating how the interaction with AI changes human strategic behavior and incentives, they may weigh in on the
debate about the Dos and Dont’s in the development and deployment of AI. Moreover,
they may show whether and when humans accept advice from computer players,12 or are
willing to delegate their decisions fully to AI. Computer players are thus set to become
more than a methodological tool.

12

See Schotter (2003) for a survey on advice taking in experiments with and without computer players.
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Appendix. Overview of the Studies
Table 1 provides an overview of all papers reviewed in this survey. I sort the papers by
topic and year. Furthermore, I provide information on the following aspects of the studies:
(i) Purpose of CP : Based on the main goal for using computer players stated in the
paper, I assign one the following five categories to each study: Reduce Noise (subsection 4.1), Induce Types (subsection 4.2), Remove Strategic Uncertainty (subsection
4.3), Exclude Social Preferences (subsection 4.4), or Human-Computer Interaction
(subsection 4.5)
(ii) Strategy of CP : The third column collects how computer players are programmed
to play. In line with the argumentation in section 5.1, I distinguish five categories:
Equilibrium, Adaptive, Fixed Type, Mimic Humans, Designed by Subjects.
(iii) Info to Subjects: The fourth column summarizes how subjects are informed about
the strategy of computer players. Following section 5.2, I distinguish four categories:
FULL, PARTIAL, EXIST, or NONE.
(iv) Comparison (Comp.): The final column indicates, whether or not the study provides
a direct comparison of behavior with and without CP. Entries marked with an
asterisk indicate specific studies discussed in subsection 5.3
Clearly, the different categories are often not sharply distinguished, and several studies could well be classified differently. Indeed, some studies are assigned to multiple
categories, either because they employ multiple treatments, or because a distinction is
nearly impossible. Furthermore, I did not manage to find the necessary information for
all studies. Missing entries are marked by “n/a”.
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TABLE 1

Overview of Studies
Study

Purpose of CP

A. Mixed-Strategy Nash Equilibrium
Messick (1967)
Reduce Noise/
Induce Types
Fox (1972)
Reduce Noise/
Induce Types
West and Lebiere (2001)
Induce Types
Shachat and Swarthout Induce Types
(2004)
Coricelli (2005)
Induce Types
Cohen and Ranganath Induce Types
(2007)
Levitt et al. (2010)
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Spiliopoulos (2013)
Induce Types
Moisan and Gonzales Reduce Noise/
(2017)
Induce Types
Griessinger et al. (2018)

Induce Types

B. Prisoner’s Dilemma
Shubik et al. (1974)
Reduce Noise
Roth and Murnighan Reduce Noise
(1978)
Andreoni
and
Miller Induce Types
(1993)
Gong et al. (2013)
Exclude Social
Preferences
Duffy and Xie (2016)
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
C. Public Good Games
Houser
and
Kurzban Exclude Social
(2002)
Preferences
Ferraro et al. (2003)
Exclude Social
Preferences

Strategy
of CP

Info to
Subjects

Comp.

Equilibrium /
Adaptive
Equilibrium /
Fixed Type
Adaptive
Fixed Type

PARTIAL

No

PARTIAL

No

PARTIAL
NONE

No
No

Adaptive
Adaptive

EXIST
n/a

No
No

Adaptive /
Fixed Type
Adaptive
Equilibrium /
Fixed Type /
Adaptive
Adaptive

PARTIAL

Yes

EXIST
EXIST

No
No

EXIST

Yes

Adaptive
Adaptive

EXIST
EXIST

No
No

Adaptive

FULL

Yes

Mimic Humans

FULL

Yes∗

Adaptive

FULL

Yes∗

Mimic Humans

FULL

Yes

Mimic Humans

PARTIAL

Yes

Continued on next page
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TABLE 1

Overview of Studies (ctd.)
Study

Purpose of CP

Strategy
of CP

Info to
Subjects

Mimic Humans

PARTIAL

Yes

Adaptive
Fixed Type

PARTIAL
PARTIAL

Yes
No

Fixed Type

FULL

Yes

Mimic Humans

FULL

Yes

Induce Types
Reduce Noise
Reduce Noise

Adaptive
Equilibrium
Equilibrium

EXIST
FULL
FULL

No
Yes
No

Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce

Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Equilibrium /
Fixed Type
Adaptive

FULL
FULL
n/a
FULL
EXIST
n/a
FULL

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

EXIST

No

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Adaptive

FULL
FULL
PARTIAL

Yes∗
No
No

Equilibrium
Adaptive

FULL
n/a

Yes
No

Ferraro and Vossler (2010)

Exclude Social
Preferences
Guillen et al. (2010)
Induce Types
Di Mauro and Castro Exclude Social
(2011)
Preferences
Burton-Chellew et al. Exclude Social
(2016)
Preferences
Yamakawa and Okano Exclude Social
(2016)
Preferences

D. Market Experiments
Wolf and Shubik (1978)
Coursey et al. (1984)
Harrison
and
McKee
(1985)
Isaac and Smith (1985)
Davis and Williams (1986)
Cason and Williams (1990)
Brown Kruse (1991)
Davis and Williams (1991)
Davis et al. (1993)
Cason
and
Friedman
(1997)
Das et al. (2001)
Cason
and
Friedman
(2002)
Cason and Datta (2006)
Morgan et al. (2006)
Duersch et al. (2010)
Mago (2010)
De Luca and Cliff (2011)

Noise
Noise
Noise
Noise
Noise
Noise
Noise

Human-Computer
Interaction
Reduce Noise
Reduce Noise
Reduce Noise
Human-Computer
Interaction
Reduce Noise
Human-Computer
Interaction

Comp.

Continued on next page
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TABLE 1

Overview of Studies (ctd.)
Study

Purpose of CP

Strategy
of CP

Info to
Subjects

Kalayci and Potter (2011)

Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Induce Types

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium /
Fixed Type

FULL

Yes

Fixed Type
Fixed Type
Equilibrium

PARTIAL
PARTIAL
FULL

Yes
Yes
Yes

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium

PARTIAL

Yes∗

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Equilibrium /
Mimic Humans
Equilibrium /
Fixed Type
Mimic Humans

FULL
FULL
FULL /
PARTIAL
FULL /
EXIST
FULL

Yes
No
Yes

Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Mimic Humans

FULL
FULL
EXIST

No
No
Yes

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Dua et al. (2013)
Kalayci (2015)

E. Experimental Asset Markets
Veiga and Vorsatz (2009)
Induce Types
Veiga and Vorsatz (2010)
Induce Types
Jaworski and Kimbrough Remove Strategic
(2016)
Uncertainty
Akiyama et al. (2017)
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Farjam and Kirchkamp Human-Computer
(2018)
Interaction
F. Auctions
Walker et al. (1987)
Harrison (1989)
Cason (1995)
Kagel and Levin (2001)
van den Bos et al. (2008)
Chen and Takeuchi (2010)
Ivanov et al. (2010)
Davis et al. (2011)
Brisset et al. (2015)
Teubner et al. (2015)
Ausubel et al. (2017)

Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Reduce Noise
Reduce Noise
Exclude Social
Preferences
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Reduce Noise
Reduce Noise
Human-Computer
Interaction
Reduce Noise

Comp.

Yes
Yes
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TABLE 1

Overview of Studies (ctd.)
Study
G. Bargaining
Johnson et al. (2002)
Winter and Zamir (2005)

Purpose of CP

Strategy
of CP

Info to
Subjects

Exclude Social
Preferences
Reduce Noise

Equilibrium

PARTIAL

Yes

Fixed Type

EXIST /
NONE
FULL

Yes

EXIST

Yes

Fixed Type
Mimic Humans

FULL
EXIST

No
Yes

Equilibrium
Equilibrium

FULL
FULL

Yes
Yes

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Fixed Type

FULL

No

Equilibrium
Fixed Type
Equilibrium

FULL
PARTIAL
FULL

No
No
Yes

Fixed Type

PARTIAL

No

Equilibrium
Fixed Type

FULL
FULL

No
Yes

Equilibrium

FULL

No

Manistersky et al. (2014)

Human-Computer
Interaction
de Melo and Gratch (2015) Human-Computer
Interaction
Embrey et al. (2015)
Induce Types
Adam et al. (2018)
Human-Computer
Interaction
H. Monetary Economics
Duffy (2001)
Reduce Noise
Fehr and Tyran (2001)
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Fehr and Tyran (2007)
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Petersen and Winn (2014) Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
I. Strategic Reasoning
Costa-Gomes and Craw- Induce Types
ford (2006)
Meijering et al. (2012)
Induce Type
Ghosh et al. (2016)
Reduce Noise
Hanaki et al. (2016)
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Ghosh et al. (2017)
Reduce Noise
J. Other Studies
Merlo and Schotter (1999)
McCabe et al. (2001)
Merlo and Schotter (2003)

Reduce Noise
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Reduce Noise

Designed
Subjects
n/a

by

Comp.

No
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TABLE 1

Overview of Studies (ctd.)
Study

Purpose of CP

Bolton and Ockenfels Induce Types
(2005)
Cason and Sharma (2007) Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Eckel and Wilson (2007)
Induce Types
Grebe et al. (2008)
Remove Strategic
Uncertainty
Iyengar
and
Schotter Reduce Noise
(2008)
Grosskopf
and
Sarin Induce Types
(2010)
Gogoll and Uhl (2016)
Human-Computer
Interaction
Cox (2017)
Exclude Social
Preferences
Chen et al. (2018)
Induce Types
March and Ziegelmeyer Remove Strategic
(2018)
Uncertainty
Wu et al. (2018)
Reduce Noise
Corgnet et al. (2019)
Human-Computer
Interaction
Hertz and Wiese (2019)
Human-Computer
Interaction
Kirchkamp and Strobel Human-Computer
(2019)
Interaction
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Strategy
of CP

Info to
Subjects

Comp.

Fixed Type

FULL

No

Equilibrium

FULL

Yes

Equilibrium
Equilibrium

EXIST
FULL

Yes
No

Equilibrium

FULL

No

Fixed Type

FULL

No

Mimic Humans

PARTIAL

Yes

Mimic Humans

PARTIAL

Yes

Equilibrium /
Mimic Humans
Equilibrium /
Fixed Type
Fixed Type
Mimic Humans

FULL /
PARTIAL
FULL

Yes

PARTIAL
PARTIAL

No
Yes

n/a

EXIST

Yes

Mimic Humans

PARTIAL

Yes

Yes
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